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Structure of the talk

● From the 15cBOOKTRADE Project to the 1516 - The team and the story of a 

successful cooperation

● Our research questions in context - The use of printed images in 15th and 

16th-century editions

● Exploration of the 1516 website and its technical features 

● Ongoing work and present/future challenges

● Your questions
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Research questions: the production and circulation 
of printed book illustrations 

across the 15th and 16th centuries

How did images circulate in early-printed editions?
Different editions, texts, printers? Geographical movement of the blocks and 
of the iconographic subjects?

How did printers use images?
Copies? Exchanges / swaps? Relationship with designers and woodcutters?

Iconographic tradition
Relationship with the preceding manuscript sources / influence on the 
following manuscript and printed production











Leaf l2r Leaf m6v

Reuse within the same book



Reuse in different books













Quadrins Historiques de la Bible,
Lyon (Jean de Tournes), 1558

Biblia Sacra, Lyon (Jean de Tournes), 1556



1516
● Consistent research tool for book illustrations printed 

in the 15th and 16the century, all over Europe
● Tool able to combine:

Instance search: 
Search using visual 
regions 

Metadata search: 
Search using textual 
metadata (bibliographic + 
descriptive)



Where we started from: 15cILLUSTRATION

http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/15cillustration/home

http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/15cillustration/home


UNIQUE IDENTIFIER 15c: ISTC n°_MEI n°_foliation
UNIQUE IDENTIFIER 16c: HPB n°_catalogue entry_foliation

Description of each image in the database



Bibliographic Metadata - Imported from ISTC (+MEI) and HPB 
3 databases managed by the Consortium of European Research Libraries 

ISTC - online catalogue of 
15th-century printed editions: 
each edition has a unique 
identifier

MEI - online database for 
provenance information in 
incunables: each copy has a 
unique identifier 

HPB: online catalogue of 
16th-century printed editions: 
each edition has a unique 
identifier

https://data.cerl.org/istc/
http://hpb.cerl.org/


Let us explore the 1516 
search website
http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/

https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/1516/

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/
https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/1516/


Let us explore the 1516 search website

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/


Bibliographic and Descriptive Metadata 

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/file?file_id=4277

Bibliographic metadata: 

● associated with the 
image

● imported from existing 
ISTC, HPB, ... 
databases

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/file?file_id=4277


Bibliographic and Descriptive Metadata 

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/file?file_id=4277

Descriptive metadata is being created 
and updated by the editors of 1516 
project (Matilde and Barbara)

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/file?file_id=4277


Text Metadata Search



Metadata Search

Show all the 
images that 
have "Aesop" 
keyword in their 
bibliographic and 
descriptive 
metadata



Metadata Search

Show all the 
images that 
have keywords 
beginning with 
"Aesop" in their 
bibliographic and 
descriptive 
metadata. This 
includes Aesop, 
Aesopus, ...



Metadata Search



Metadata Search



Metadata Search



Metadata Search



Metadata Search



Metadata Search



Visual Search



Visual Search

Show all images containing visual patterns similar to this image.



Visual Search

Search Query Image

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/file?file_id=4


Visual Search

Search Query Image Region

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/search?x=75&y=285&width=364&height=371&file_id=52


Visual Search : Match Details

Toggling between query 
and match image regions

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/showmatch?file_id=52&match_file_id=1372&x=75&y=285&width=364&height=371


Visual Search : more examples

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/file?file_id=5125
http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/search?x=200&y=330&width=196&height=252&file_id=5148
http://meru.robots.ox.ac.uk/1516/search?file_id=2675


Visual Search : search with your own images

unknown.jpg



How does it work?



Bibliographic and Descriptive Metadata

Descriptive metadata manually created using VGG 
Image Annotator (VIA) tool.

Bibliographic metadata imported from ISTC and HPB databases.

http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/via/
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/via/
https://data.cerl.org/istc/
http://hpb.cerl.org/


Bibliographic and Descriptive Metadata

SQLite database schema for 1516 project

https://www.sqlite.org/


How does visual search work?



How does visual search work?

1. Find regions that can be consistently detected even when:
○ the image content is scaled, rotated or translated
○ there is illumination change or slight change of viewpoint

Blue ellipses denote the 
extent and shape of 
detected regions

We use the Hessian Affine region detector

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hessian_affine_region_detector


How does visual search work?

2. Visual content in each detected region is denoted by a feature vector (i.e. sequence of 
numbers like [67, 82, 9, 15, …, 33, 59])

○ these feature vectors are capable of summarising visual content of the region in such 
a way that two regions having similar visual content produce similar feature vector

Each elliptical region is 
represented by a feature 
vector

We use the SIFT

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale-invariant_feature_transform


How does visual search work?

3. Images matching the search query are found by searching for images that share a large 
number of similar features with the query image.

○ features are represented and stored in a way that allows fast lookup and search.



How does visual search work?
● The 1516 project used VGG Image Search Engine (VISE)
● VISE is a free and open source software for visual search of a large 

number of images using an image as a search query.
● We are working to release VISE software installers for Windows, MacOS 

and Linux so that you can create and use a visual search engine (same 
like the 1516 project) using your personal laptop.

○ more advanced and scalable setup : a large number of web users can be served by 
multiple VISE servers responding to requests forwarded by nginx load balancer. 

https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vise/

https://gitlab.com/vgg/vise

Advanced linux users can already 
compile and try early releases from

https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vise/
https://gitlab.com/vgg/vise


Ongoing work
● Technical

○ Build an online interface to allow research scholars to add/edit/delete descriptive metadata
○ Advanced search mode for researchers who may have more complex search queries
○ Combine both text metadata search and visual search
○ Add new images to the 1516 collection (e.g. Netherlands, Germany)

■ Challenge: existing metadata exists in different forms (doc, csv, xml, sql)

● Research
○ Suitable bibliographic metadata source for the 16th century
○ Harmonisation of descriptive metadata (Iconclass/Warburg styles)
○ Implement structured processes to populate the database with further images and metadata 

(collaborations with libraries, institutions and scholars)
○ Create a network of 1516 editors and scholars working in the field who might be interested in 

contributing (images, metadata, ideas, feedbacks, support, etc)



Your Questions

Slides can be downloaded from here.
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